GENERAL ELECTION CANDIDATES
NOVEMBER 3, 2020

LAKE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
MENDOCINO-LAKE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
YUBA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT
& SCHOOL DISTRICTS

LAKE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

TRUSTEE AREA NO. 1 -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 year term expiring December, 2024 - 1 Vacancy (1 candidate filed)

MELISSA NEVIN KINSEL Incumbent
phone: 707/287-7908
email: melissakinsel7@gmail.com

LAKE COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

TRUSTEE AREA NO. 2 -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 year term expiring December, 2024 - 1 Vacancy (1 candidate filed)

MARK A. COOPER Incumbent
phone: 707/995-3252
email: cooper299@mchsi.com

MENDOCINO-LAKE COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

TRUSTEE AREA NO. 7 (Lake County) -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 year term expiring December, 2024 - 1 Vacancy (1 candidate filed)

TEMASHIO ANDERSON Appointed Incumbent
phone: 707/245-5805
email: dinepomo@gmail.com
YUBA COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

TRUSTEE AREA NO. 7 -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 term expiring December, 2024 - 1 Vacancy (1 candidate filed)

WILLIAM RODERICK
Student Services Director
phone: 707/295-0719
e-mail: broderick@lakecoe.org

KELSEYVILLE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL APPEAR on the ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 3 Vacancies (4 candidates filed)

BENIAKEM D. CROMWELL
Appointed Incumbent
phone: 707/349-8720
e-mail: bcromwell@kvusd.org

NATALIE HIGLEY
Labor Advocate/Mother
phone: 707/245-6884
e-mail: natalieforkelseyvilleschools@gmail.com

MARY BETH MOSKO
Mother
phone: 828/228-2868
e-mail: mbrenfest@gmail.com

GILBERT RANGEL
School Literacy Director
phone: 209/688-0993
e-mail: gilbert4kvusd@gmail.com

KONOCTI UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL APPEAR on the ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 2 Vacancies (4 candidates filed)

SUSAN C. BURTON
Incumbent
phone: 707/998-3355
e-mail: jsburton3@mchsi.com

MICHAEL “MAC” MCMURTREY
Assistant Education Director
phone: 707/292-3491
e-mail: malamac123@yahoo.com

ZABDY NERIA
Mental Health Specialist
phone: 707/461-9214
e-mail: zabdy.neria@gmail.com

MARY SILVA
Incumbent
phone: 707/994-4078
e-mail: randmsilva@mchsi.com
LAKEPORT UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 3 Vacancies (3 candidates filed)

DANIEL BUFFALO Incumbent
phone: 707/245-3576
email: danbuffalo@sbcglobal.net

PHILIP T. KIRBY Incumbent
phone: 707/263-1919
email: kirbyak@att.net

JEANNIE MARKHAM Appointed Incumbent
phone: 707/272-4978
email: captnme@mchsi.com

LUCERNE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 1 Vacancy (1 candidate filed)

STACIA FETZER Incumbent
phone: 707/775-7539
email: scato20@gmail.com

MIDDLETOWN UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL NOT APPEAR on ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 2 Vacancies (2 candidates filed)

ZOI BRACISCO Retired Program Manager
phone: 707/318-4916
email: zoiann@att.net

MISHA GROTHE Incumbent
phone: 925/260-7695
email: mishamonet@yahoo.com

UPPER LAKE UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT -- WILL APPEAR on ballot
4 terms expiring December, 2024 - 2 Vacancies (3 candidates filed)

FRANKLIN GUDMUNDSON Correctional Deputy, County of Lake
phone: 707/489-6515
email: frank5087@yahoo.com

DON MERI Lead Construction Foreman
phone: 707/489-7282
email: donniemen58@gmail.com

CLAUDINE PEDRONCELLI Incumbent
phone: 707/275-9030
email: deanie82@sbcglobal.net